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Abstract In patients with eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE)

who do not respond to proton pump inhibitors, initial anti-

inflammatory/anti-eosinophilic treatment is with either

topical corticosteroids or dietary elimination. A large body

of literature supports the efficacy of these approaches, with

histologic response rates in the 50–90% range for steroids

and 70% range for the six-food elimination diet. However,

these studies are almost all short-term and data evaluating

long-term safety and efficacy of either treatment are lim-

ited. Nevertheless, because EoE is chronic, symptomatic,

endoscopic, and histologic disease activity recurs when

successful treatments are stopped. An emerging body of

data also suggest that left untreated, persistent eosinophilic

esophageal inflammation may progress to fibrostenosis

over time. Therefore, maintenance therapy in EoE is

intuitively attractive. This paper reviews the rationale for

maintenance treatment in EoE, the available long-term

pharmacologic and dietary response data for EoE, and

discusses who may benefit the most from ongoing treat-

ment. While all patients with EoE can be offered mainte-

nance treatment, this option should be strongly

recommended in patients with severe disease phenotypes

or complications, including malnutrition or failure to

thrive, esophageal fibrostenosis, strictures requiring

dilation, recurrent food bolus impaction, history of perfo-

ration, and symptoms that recur quickly after treatment

discontinuation. In all EoE patients, regular follow-up is

also advised.
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Introduction

Eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE) is a chronic inflammatory

condition thought to be caused by exposure to food anti-

gens [1]. Characteristic clinical symptoms in adults include

dysphagia and food bolus impaction, due to pathological

narrowing and impaired distensibility of the inflamed and

fibrosed esophagus [2]. In children, symptoms are thought

to reflect eosinophilic inflammatory activity, can be non-

specific, and include heartburn, vomiting/regurgitation,

abdominal pain, feeding difficulty, and failure to thrive [3].

Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy and esophageal biopsy

demonstrating [ 15 eosinophils per high-power field

(HPF) is diagnostic of EoE in a patient with consistent

symptoms and the absence of competing disease processes

[4].

Treatment of a patient with suspected EoE is initiated

with an 8-week trial of twice daily proton pump inhibitor

(PPI), with endoscopy and esophageal biopsy then being

performed. Those patients who initially had esophageal

eosinophilia but have clinical and histological resolution

following the PPI are classified with PPI-responsive eso-

phageal eosinophilia (PPI-REE) and thus maintenance

treatment with daily PPI is generally advised [4]. Whether

PPI-REE is a subtype of GERD, EoE or a combination of
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both is debatable and an area of current controversy (see

below), particularly given a response to PPI does not pre-

clude resolution of esophageal eosinophilia with diet or

corticosteroids [5–8]. At present, those patients with eso-

phageal eosinophilia ([ 15/HPF) that persists after a PPI

trial are considered to have confirmed EoE, and the initial

treatment options are either topical corticosteroids (tCS) or

dietary elimination diet; endoscopic dilatation can be per-

formed in conjunction with these treatments when eso-

phageal narrowing or strictures are noted.

There are currently no approved pharmacologic agents

for treatment of EoE, so tCS are medications originally

manufactured to treat asthma which are used off-label.

Instead of inhaling these, patients can swallow dry powder

fluticasone (from a multi-dose inhaler) or mix liquid

budesonide (from the nebulized formulation) with sucra-

lose (e.g. ‘Splenda’) or other thickener to form a slurry

[9–13]. Numerous studies in both adult and pediatric

cohorts confirm that these medications are effective for

achieving histological response or remission in 50–90% of

patients [14–19]. It is important to note, however, that

these studies are, for the most part, short-term (2–12 weeks

in duration), and more recent ones have tested potential

commercial products that have been specifically formu-

lated to treat EoE, but that are not yet approved or available

for clinical use [14, 20]. Safety data are reassuring, the only

side effect of tCS of any frequency being esophageal

candidiasis (5–10%) which is typically asymptomatic and

detected incidentally on follow-up endoscopy; oral can-

didiasis is even less common [21, 22].

Dietary elimination is an effective non-pharmacologic

initial treatment for EoE. The most commonly used

approach requires strict empirical avoidance of 4–6 com-

mon food groups initially (e.g. wheat/gluten, dairy, eggs,

soy/legumes, nuts, and seafood), followed by endoscopy

and biopsy after 6 weeks [23, 24]. Histological response

occurs in approximately 60–70% of patients, however the

absence of reliable allergy tests to guide treatment means

that sequential reintroduction of each food every 6 weeks,

followed by repeated endoscopy is needed to isolate the

culprit food group or groups [10, 25–27]. The absence of

allergy tests that also accurately predict food triggers is

associated with lower efficacy rates of targeted elimination

diets in the 40% range [23]. In addition to tCS and dietary

treatment, esophageal dilation can reliably improve

symptoms in 95% percent of EoE patients with fibroste-

notic changes in the esophagus, with repeat dilatation often

required within 12 months, and a low risk of perforation

(\ 0.5%) [28]. Dilatation does not address the underlying

inflammatory process and hence repeated procedures are

inevitable if this modality is used alone. However, it is an

important therapy to use if esophageal strictures are

present.

Whilst effective short-term treatment strategies for EoE

exist, the chronic nature of the illness means that treatment

cessation almost universally results in disease recurrence

[17, 29, 30]. As discussed below, data pertaining to the

time course and characteristics of disease recurrence, pre-

dictors of disease recurrence, and the potential detrimental

effects of treatment cessation in precipitating or perpetu-

ating a severe phenotype or complications of EoE are

limited. Finally, balancing the costs and benefits of long-

term treatment and defining treatment goals, whether to

control symptoms, normalize endoscopic appearance,

maintain histological remission (according to esophageal

biopsy and eosinophil count), maximize quality of life,

improve biomarkers, avoid complications, or all of these,

remain key considerations. This paper will review the

rationale for maintenance treatment in EoE, discuss which

patients with EoE should be considered for long-term

treatment, and provide an overview of the data for specific

maintenance treatment options.

Rationale for maintenance treatment in EoE

There are several rationales for maintenance treatment in

EoE, including that EoE is a chronic inflammatory condi-

tion, and spontaneous resolution is thought to be uncom-

mon, that disease activity recurs when treatments are

stopped, and that untreated disease can lead to fibrostenotic

complications [31]. Data supporting the chronicity of EoE

can be obtained from multiple sources. The best natural

history data are derived from Straumann et al. in a

prospective case series of 30 adult patients followed for a

mean 7.2 years in the absence of anti-inflammatory treat-

ment [32]. They found that symptoms of dysphagia per-

sisted in 29 out 30 subjects, and esophageal eosinophilia

persisted in all. All subsequent studies of natural history are

either retrospective or make inferences after cessation of

treatment. Liacouros et al., in a retrospective study of 381

children with EoE over 10 years, identified a subset of

patients treated with a short-term (4 week) course of oral

methylprednisolone (n = 39) and swallowed fluticasone

(n = 17), respectively [33]. Esophageal biopsies were

performed prior to treatment, after 4 weeks of treatment

and again 6 months following treatment cessation. The

mean esophageal eosinophil count initially nearly nor-

malized with treatment, but then returned to baseline at

6 months in both groups. Similar data were observed in

adults where after successful treatment with tCS, the

median time to symptom recurrence was 9 months. Even

after a long-term so-called ‘‘deep remission’’ was achieved

for more than 2 years in a prospective cohort study,

Greuter et al. noted that only 6 of 351 patients (1.7%) were

able to stop tCS without relapse [34–36]. Straumann et al.
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conducted a randomized placebo-controlled study of

50 weeks of maintenance with swallowed budesonide

compared with a placebo in a set of patients who had ini-

tially had histologic response to budesonide [29]. They

demonstrated persistently elevated esophageal eosinophil

counts in the placebo compared to the active treatment arm.

In addition, in all of the placebo-controlled trials of tCS,

levels of esophageal eosinophilia are essentially unchanged

in the placebo arms [14, 19, 20, 37]. Results of a study of

symptoms as the primary endpoint again showed

improvement with corticosteroids followed by relapse of

reported dysphagia at 3 years [38]. These data clearly show

that while topical steroids are initially effective, if and

when they are stopped, EoE disease activity will recur.

As noted above, studies of dietary elimination consis-

tently report endoscopic and clinical remission of approx-

imately 60–70% in patients on the 6-food elimination diet

[19, 25, 26]. When treatment is continued, it is likely that

the disease will remain quiescent, although prospective

studies spanning multiple years or decades are yet to be

reported, but it is clear that when dietary therapy is stopped

or food triggers are reintroduced, EoE disease activity also

recurs [25, 39]. A study by Lucendo et al. of the six-food

elimination diet provides the most credible long-term

remission data in adult patients [26, 29, 38]. They followed

initial responders for up to 6 months and those who

remained adherent to their diets remained in remission

[26]. Additionally, a recent study of more than 1800 chil-

dren with EoE followed at Children’s Hospital of

Philadelphia found that only 9 (0.5%) were able to main-

tain remission long-term without remaining on dietary

treatment [40].

In addition to disease recurrence after treatment is

stopped, data are emerging that there are complications of

EoE related to ongoing eosinophilic inflammation. These

complications include strictures, food bolus impaction,

esophageal perforation, and (in children especially) poor

nutrition and failure to thrive [17, 30, 32, 41]. The clini-

copathological sequelae of persistent esophageal inflam-

mation include progressive thickening of the lamina

propria due to collagen deposition, muscular hyperplasia,

and stricture formation, with resultant esophageal narrow-

ing [41]. There are three studies that have assessed this risk

in adults. A Swiss study of 200 patients demonstrated that

diagnostic delay was the only variable associated with

stricture formation [17]. A retrospective study of 379

patients in North Carolina found that older age at diagnosis

correlated with a fibrostenotic phenotype, suggesting that

EoE is a chronic condition that, untreated, will progress to

stricture formation [31]. Finally, Lipka et al. in a retro-

spective study of 64 adult patients determined that a delay

in diagnosis and treatment lead to a progressive stenosing

phenotype of EoE, with increased esophageal luminal

diameter being inversely associated with treatment delay

[30].

The corollary of the observation that treatment delay can

lead to progressive esophageal narrowing and stricture is

that treatment will prevent these complications. Kuchen

et al., using prospectively acquired data from 206 adults

with EoE (33 of whom developed a food bolus impaction

after a mean follow-up of 5 years), showed the treatment

with topical corticosteroids conferred a reduced risk of

subsequent food bolus impaction (OR 0.41), whilst oeso-

phageal stricture was associated with increased risk (OR

2.66) [17]. Nicodeme et al., in a prospective study of 70

adult patients that utilized endoscopic high-resolution

impedance planimetry to measure esophageal distensibility

(EndoFLIP), found that distensibility was impaired at

baseline in the 12 patients that went on to develop food

bolus impaction [42]. Similarly, patients requiring dilata-

tion for stricture had impaired distensability [42]. In a

follow-up study from the same group, Carson et al. showed

that improvements in esophageal distensibility, approxi-

mately equivalent to a 2-mm increase in luminal diameter,

could by achieved with either tCS or dietary therapy in the

absence of esophageal dilation [43]. Taken in the context

of their prior data, it can be extrapolated that this

improvement could explain the rates of decreased food

impactions. Finally, in a study of EoE patients who

required dilation at baseline for esophageal stricture or

narrowing, Runge et al. found that those who had initially

histologic response needed less than half as many dilations

over a mean follow-up time of 19 months compared to

histologic non-responders [31, 44]. Thus, in addition to

decreased risk for food impaction, successful treatment

decreases the need for dilations in patients who already

have fibrostenotic complications.

Which patients should be considered
for maintenance treatment?

Because of the limited amount of long-term data on EoE,

recommendations vary for the role of maintenance therapy.

The American College of Gastroenterology clinical

guideline for the management of patients with EoE (pub-

lished in 2013) states that maintenance treatment using tCS

and/or diet can be considered for all patients (‘strong rec-

ommendation, moderate evidence’), especially those with

stricture, food impaction, or recurrent symptoms off treat-

ment (‘conditional recommendation, low evidence’) [4].

The EoE working group of the European Society for Pae-

diatric Gastroenterology Hepatology and Nutrition

(ESPHAGN) issued a medical position paper (2014)

detailing the few studies relating to maintenance tCS, and

discussed a regimen where, following the resolution of
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symptoms and with confirmed histological remission, the

dose is titrated downwards and ceased [45]. Symptoms

alone are suggested as a reason to repeat endoscopy and to

reintroduce therapy. Treatment of asymptomatic patients is

suggested to be individualized and according to local

practice. No specific statement is made regarding dietary

therapy (although this is presumably a long-term strategy).

Finally, guidelines were published in 2017 by a European

working group [comprised of members of ESPHAGN, the

European Academy of Allergy and Clinical Immunology

(EAACI), the European Society of Eosinophilic

Esophagitis (EUREOS), and United European Gastroen-

terology (UEG)] that suggest maintenance treatment using

an ‘effective anti-inflammatory drug or diet’ be considered

for all patients [7]. This guideline, similar to the two earlier

papers, concludes that evidence supporting maintenance

treatment is limited, but that expert opinion primarily

supports this strategy [7]. Indeed, 100% of experts on the

panel agreed that maintenance corticosteroids were effec-

tive and safe, but a specific analysis of the efficacy and

safety of dietary measures as maintenance was not detailed.

A reasonable synthesis of the clinical guidelines to date

is that evidence supporting maintenance therapy is limited,

but that experts advocate treatment for most or all patients

with EoE. The belief is that if EoE is untreated, many

patients will suffer progressive disease with luminal nar-

rowing, stricture, and food bolus impaction (or associated

and most ominously of all, esophageal perforation) [31].

The end-point of treatment is therefore currently clinical

(to prevent symptoms of dysphagia, to prevent food bolus

impaction, and to allow adequate nutritional intake) and

perhaps endoscopic (to prevent stricture formation). In this

context, patients who have fibrostenosis, have previously

needed esophageal dilatation, have suffered food bolus

impaction or perforation, have had malnutrition, or have

rapidly recurring symptoms after treatment is stopped

should be most strongly encouraged to maintain treatment.

However, it is important to acknowledge in EoE that

symptoms are an imprecise guide to disease activity [46]

and that some patients can have an ‘all or nothing’ phe-

nomenon presenting only as recurrent food bolus impac-

tion. Therefore, most experts feel that a goal of

maintenance therapy should also be to improve or nor-

malize histology, which requires surveillance endoscopy

given the lack of non-invasive measure of disease activity.

However, at present time we do not have substantial data

linking histologic response to important clinical outcomes

such as decreased complications.

Maintenance therapy and long-term outcomes

The current lack of data relating to long-term maintenance

efficacy, the ability of pharmacotherapies to cause side

effects, and the possibility of poor compliance or malnu-

trition with dietary therapy, all sensibly point to a need for

a structured surveillance program. Use of the lowest

effective dose of anti-inflammatory medication, and routine

clinical review possibly with the use of a structured

symptom score at pre-set intervals, and consideration of

interval endoscopy to determine histological remission in

patients with a high-risk history (e.g. those with recurrent

food bolus impaction, esophageal perforation, or failure to

thrive) may be beneficial, although remain untested. Clin-

ical guidelines are therefore not proscriptive in terms of the

ideal follow-up for patients with EoE on maintenance

treatment. Ultimately, given the rapid evolution of diag-

nostic techniques (for example, unsedated transnasal

endoscopy, the esophageal string test, and the cytosponge)

and pharmacotherapies, regular review may facilitate

timely access to the best treatment [14, 47–50]. In patients

that do decide to cease treatment, even greater vigilance to

detect symptomatic or histological recurrence seems

prudent.

Maintaining the lowest effective dose of medication

possible in EoE makes intuitive sense given the potential

long-term side effects of corticosteroids (e.g. adrenal sup-

pression, oropharyngeal candidiasis) [51] and the unknown

safety profile of high-dose proton pump inhibitors. Proton

pump inhibitors may be reduced from twice daily ‘high-

dose’ to daily dosing at approved dosing levels with

maintenance of histological remission in 75–85% of

patients at up to 1 year of follow-up [52, 53]. Butz et al.

found that tCS (fluticasone) may be reduced from 1760

mcg daily to 880 mcg daily with remission defined as\ 1

eosinophil per high-power field maintained in 73% [13].

Miehlke et al. found budesonide 2 mg daily was equally

efficacious to 4 mg daily [20]. Straumann et al. performed

a randomized trial of the longest tCS treatment to date

(12 months), but a daily dose of 0.5 mg of budesonide was

not adequate to maintain long-term histologic remission in

most patients [29]. The same group evaluated long-term

tCS treatment as well, and found that these medications

tended to be safe and effective [34]. There have been two

long-term follow-up studies of children treated with

maintenance topical steroids, one with fluticasone and one

with budesonide, and these were generally effective for

maintaining responses [38, 41]. However, there are some

emerging data that tCS may lose some efficacy from the

histologic response standpoint over time. Eluri et al. per-

formed a retrospective cohort study of 55 patients treated

with tCS (budesonide or fluticasone) followed up for a
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mean of 11.4 months and with an average of 2 follow-up

endoscopies [15]. Surprisingly, 61% of patients had his-

tological loss of response, though patients who maintained

their initial dose were less likely to relapse than those in

whom the dose was reduce (OR 0.10) [15]. In an open-

label extension of a randomized controlled trial of budes-

onide oral suspense, 42% of patients maintained histologic

response on a 2-mg daily dose, after previously achieving

response on a 2-mg twice daily dose [54]. While

acknowledging current knowledge gaps, a reasonable

synopsis of the current evidence is that budesonide 2 mg

daily appears adequate and should be maintained, and that

given a single trial only has suggested some maintenance

of efficacy with dose reduction of fluticasone, that dose

reduction below 1760 mcg could be considered with close

monitoring [13]. For all long-term medication approaches,

careful follow-up is essential.

Because it avoids the potential side-effects and dosing

issues of long-term pharmacologic use, dietary therapy is an

appealingmaintenance treatment strategy. Once remission is

achieved and serial food re-introduction with endoscopy has

established the ‘permanent’ diet (whichwill most commonly

involve avoidance of 1–3 food groups, most often wheat/

gluten and dairy), the ever present challenge remains com-

pliance [10, 55–57]. Data regarding the long-term efficacy of

dietary avoidance is minimal, and, as a result, it cannot be

stated for certainty that evenwith the strictest adherence, that

food avoidance will result in prolonged remission.

Nonetheless, Philpott et al. found that of the 18 patients who

had initially sustained a remission after 3 months of dietary

therapy, that at 9 months, 7/18 (or 39%) had ceased treat-

ment [10]. More encouraging was that of the 10/18 (55%)

who continued the diet, all 10 were in remission at 9 months

(as defined by endoscopy and biopsy [10]. Lucendo et al.

found that of 42 patients who initially sustained a remission

with dietary avoidance, 25 were in remission at 12 months

(many dropped out of the study), 15 were in remission at

2 years, and 4 were in remission at 3 years [26]. Similarly, a

recent study by Reed et al. has shown that of 21 patients who

were initially in remission and had food trigger identifica-

tion, the 10 who remained adherent to the diet maintained

remission at a mean of 25 months of follow-up; the other 11

subjects had recurrent disease activity with food reintro-

duction or were non-adherent [58]. Failure to return for

follow-up and dietary non-compliance, rather than a lack of

continued response to diet, likely explains the decrement in

the number of patients in remission [26]. Thus, it appears

based on current data that dietary therapy does result in

durable disease control, but that compliance may be difficult

thereby limiting the long-term efficacy of this treatment

modality.

Finally, esophageal dilation can be used to treat stricture

and effectively alleviate dysphagia. Most often, it is

advocated for use in combination with adjunctive anti-in-

flammatory tCS or dietary therapy, or when one or both

have failed [7]. Initial safety concerns have largely been

alleviated, dilatation being considered safe and generally

well-tolerated, the major side effect being peri- and post-

procedural, and oesophageal perforation being very rare

(\ 0.4%) [28]. Most patients will require repeated dilation

(2 or more), and of these patients most will have the repeat

procedure within 12 months [59]. If used as a monother-

apy, repeated procedures are likely required as the under-

lying inflammatory process is not addressed [7, 60, 61].

Conclusions

EoE is a chronic inflammatory condition and symptoms,

endoscopic features, and histologic findings all recur if

initial successful treatment is stopped. A growing body of

evidence suggests that esophageal fibrostenosis may

develop in many patients with EoE if it is not treated, and

that treatment with tCS decreases the risk of esophageal

stricture, food bolus impaction, and need for dilation. The

ability of tCS and dietary therapy to induce short-term

histological remission has led to clinical guidelines advo-

cating maintenance therapy with either treatment. While

this makes intuitive sense, the recommendation is largely

based on expert option as there is a lack of high-quality

long-term prospective studies. Not all patients will wish to

maintain treatment, nor will all be complaint with their

doctor’s advice. A common-sense position given these

practical obstacles may be to most strongly advocate

maintenance therapy in those with established fibrosteno-

sis, strictures that have required dilation, recurrent food

bolus impaction, history of esophageal perforation, or

malnutrition/failure to thrive (most commonly seen in

children). In the pediatric population, the hope would be

that long-term successful maintenance treatment could lead

to decreased EoE complications and more mild disease

activity in the future. Key unanswered questions include

how to predict which patients are likely to progress to

structuring disease without treatment, if response to tCS or

dietary treatment will be durable (in the compliant patient),

if complete histological remission is necessary to prevent

disease progression, and whether routine surveillance

endoscopy is necessary. Future technological innovation

allowing minimally invasive sampling of esophageal

mucosa may provide key insights into disease pathogenesis

and facilitate tailored maintenance treatment strategies.
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